
People today have problems accepting a biblical worldview in which fallen spiritual
beings influence our daily actions. Christ constantly casting out demons is one of the
New Testament’s more-curious features, unpalatable to the modern mind. The scientific
materialist lens through which we view the world today simply doesn’t permit demonic
speculation.

Yet we know that outside influences, whatever they are and
from wherever they come, affect our thinking and actions.
That, after all, is what advertising is all about: to get us to do
things we wouldn’t otherwise. Indeed, many of us are getting
better at recognizing how technology companies and social
media platforms, not to mention parties, politicians,
governments, and others with the wealth and means, are
increasingly manipulating, limiting, and promoting
information to produce patterns of human behavior that serve
their interests. Today, in these modern times, we certainly
face, endure, and sometimes succumb to outside influences,
we later learn against our better Christian judgment.
Propaganda has been around since ancient times. The internet,

social media, and cell phones just make it much more prevalent.

How, though, do these increasingly powerful and increasingly obvious technological
influences relate to the biblical worldview of fallen spirits working vigorously against
God’s Holy Spirit? We rightly see as a desire of our own deadly flesh, our sinful tendency
to succumb to outside influences. If we were just a good bit more disciplined and a good
bit less filled with fleshly appetites, we wouldn’t be nearly so vulnerable to tempting ads
and manipulative misinformation.

Yet we should also recognize that these outside things emanate from powers and
principalities, as the apostle Paul described them. Call them principles and concepts if
your modern mind won’t accept Paul’s spiritual form. But whatever you call them,
they’re out there, emerging out of our own individual and collective sin while also
organizing that sin into powerfully oppressive systems. This isn’t conspiracy talk or crazy
talk. It’s just Bible. Turn your face toward God. Listen to his Holy Spirit. When the Spirit
shows that something tempts you, run from it. Hold fast to God’s word. Live within
God’s kingdom in a community of trustworthy faith. Don’t succumb to demonic patterns
and systems.


